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Learning a second language (fluently), unless you grew up speaking more than one, is one of the single hardest things an adult can attempt. Especially English, with similar words such as through, rough, thought and though. However, you can speak English with the best of them if you put enough work into it. And there are some very
simple ways to do it. Practice, practice, practice! You can't expect to learn anything without practicing. You haven't learned to ride a bike without falling and you won't learn to speak English without making mistakes. But the more you work, the better you get. He also finds someone else who is trying to learn it. You can show yourself where
things go wrong, and have someone asking questions when you just don't get it because th makes that weird sound, or because the vowels make so many different noises. Not just talking though - you have to practice writing it yourself. Find an English-speaking pen friend (there are forums on the Internet just for this purpose) and
exchange letters once a month. This way, you can learn about the culture and language. Take English lessons online. Whether you're teaching on your own, taking a lesson, or going to school for it, online English courses are a great source of information. Most websites are configured to teach a myriad of languages, but that just means
that once you learn English, you can switch to something else. Some websites require payment to have access to the entire site, but some offer completely free English lessons. You can work at your own pace, the way you work best. Some of them also make flashcards for you - and what a magical world it will be! You do little things
every day. There are many smaller things you can do to make life and learning easier too. Create labels for everything in your home, so that when you look at it, you start thinking table instead of bord or mesa or stul. Read box directions or signs on the walls, or even buy books and newspapers in English instead of your main language.
Take a book about colloquialism, so you know what it means when someone says a horse of a different color. The most important thing about learning to speak another language is learning to think in another language. So, while you should practice aloud with yourself, listening to all the English you can get your hands on and reading in
English, you need to start thinking in English as well. In the end, you will be able to listen to a sentence and instead of having to pause to translate it into your head, it will translate itself - just like a phrase does in your native language. Trip. Although there are a million tips and tricks that can help you learn to speak English, the most useful
thing you can do is immerse yourself in the culture. Go to Ireland, wherever there is a large population of English speakers. Most people who learn a second language will tell you that despite feeling fluent in the language, until they went to the country and were forced to speak only that second language, they actually began to be able to
conjugate verbs on the drop of a penny. Okay, so you decided you wanted to learn how to fish. And you need to know who, what, where, when and why on almost every aspect of fishing. There are several ways to learn, not the simplest of which is trial and error, although that method has a more lasting effect on your knowledge base. If
you're watching saltwater fishing, there are a few ways to get into the sport and learn painlessly about ropes. If I was advising someone who was just getting started, here's where I'd say it: Let's assume you gave up paying for individual lessons and didn't get in touch with a friend willing to give you his time to teach you one-on-one. On the
basis of these criteria, we will proceed. Go buy a seasickness medicine package. Nothing can ruin your day more than seasickness. I'd be amazed at how easy it is for a beginner on the water to get sick. My recommendation is Bonine. It worked anyway for the people I catch fishing. If it's going to be a particularly hard day with rough seas
offshore, I've been known to take some. You can learn a lot by visiting the articles listed below. Each was written to help you in some specific way. After reading these, you can get a good idea of where you are and where you need to improve: spend the money to go on a party/head boat. These are boats carrying twenty to seventy
fishermen. They provide everything: bait, rod and coil, hooks, sinkers. They even help you fish and take the fish off your line for you. They will notify you if you are new and one of the companions will be close to you to help you. They will do so partly out of customer service, but also wanting to keep an eye on their barrel and coil that they
fear may accidentally go out to sea. Remember seasickness medicine. This is where you're going to use it. Take a pill before you go to bed the night before and one when you wake up. Then grab one as you board the boat. Trust me, you'il thank me for this memo. Head boats range from $30 to $60 per day and you can keep your fish!
Compared to the cost of a boat, fishing gear, gas and bait, it is a bargain for the beginner. You walk empty-handed and leave with fish. What a concept! Assuming you have acquired the ability to operate a rod and reel from the third step, you need to find a fishing pier. Most coastal cities have at least one public or paid pier that comes out
Some also have a pier that goes into a bay or river. These piers often rent tackle. They sell baits and and tackle (these are hooks and sinkers and the like) and will help you line the rod and coil if you haven't learned either from the second or three above. From then on, you may feel like you're on your own. But fear not; help abounds. If
you ask well and seem to struggle on the pier, there are any number of dock fishermen who will jump to help you and give you advice. They are a special breed of fishermen and some of the friendliest people around. This is one of the main reasons to send you to a pier in this passage. At this point, I'd like to repeat steps three and four
more times to make sure you're able to hang things. Up to this point, you've probably fished with what we call a conventional reel and a boat rod. Conventional coils are those that wrap the line on the coil of the coil similar to a winch. These are designed for heavy use and abuse. That's why head boats use them. At this point you may want
to consider other sizes and types of coils and rods. I hope you have made contact or two or even made friends with one or two fishermen who can help with the decision to try another reel. Don't be afraid to ask the owner of an equipment store for advice. And don't be afraid to try something new. The key to becoming a successful
fisherman is tied in two parts. The first is to know the mechanics of the equipment and the bait. Believe it or not, this is the easiest part. You can become very skilled in melting, tying knots, baiting, even without actually going fishing. The second part is the hardest and knowing this part can make your day. The second part? Just knowing
where to fish. I use the term simply with my tongue on my cheek. There are tens of thousands of fishermen out there who have the mechanics down pat. They can throw, recover, bait a hook and tie the knots with the best of them. Only a small percentage of these fishermen can be considered successful. In almost all organizations it can
be said with relative certainty that 20% of people are responsible for 80% of the results of this organization. The same percentages are true in fishing. 20% of fishermen catch 80% of the fish. And there's a reason for this data. The successful fisherman, beginner and professional, knows where the fish is at any particular time. Most fish
move from place to place and again with tide and current. Experienced fishermen learn these movements and are able to regularly catch a considerable number of fish. Wetting a line in any state of water does not work. When you realize that one of the differences between a weekend fisherman and a guide who catching fish is that your
guide knows where the fish is, you start taking your heart. Now I know I'm going to feel some warmth from the guides out there, but honestly, folks, if you're in the water every day and you can keep track of the fish, you can catch the fish when others can't. It's a simple fact. Simple. you're going to learn how to fish, maybe what we
discussed here can help you get started. Of course, I can help you answer some questions for you along the way too. So I ask all of you dads and moms, what better or healthier outdoor activity could your kids engage in besides fishing? The simple verbal time passed is used to talk about things that have happened and ended in the
recent past. Read the following discussion using the simple past:Robert: Hi Alice, what did you do last weekend? Alice: I've done a lot of things. I went shopping on Saturday. Robert: What did you buy? Alice: I bought some new clothes. I also played tennis. Robert: Who did you play? Alice: I played Tom.Robert: Did you win? Alice: Of
course I won! Robert: What did you do after the tennis match? Alice: Well, I went home and took a shower and then I went out. Robert: Did you eat in a restaurant? Alice: Yes, my friend Jacky and I ate at The Good Fork.Robert: Did you enjoy your dinner? Alice: Yes, we enjoyed our dinner a lot. We also drank some wonderful wine!
Robert: Unfortunately, I didn't go out this weekend. I didn't eat at a restaurant and didn't play tennis. Alice: What did you do? Robert: I stayed home and studied for my test! Alice: Poor you! What words or phrases did they tell you that this conversation was in the past? Verbs and question forms, of course. Past verbs and question forms in
this conversation include:What did you do? I went what you bought? I bought I playedThe tookI ateWe we had funWe stayedI studiedTime WordsThe simple past is used to describe what happened at a specific time in the past using words of time as it does, last or yesterday. Where did you go yesterday? The flight left last night. They
didn't come two weeks ago. Regular vs irregular verbsIn positive form, for regular verbs, add a -e to the verb. But many verbs are irregular. Some of the most common are: go - gone, buy - buy, take - taken, come - came, had, eaten - eaten and drank - drank. There are a lot of irregular verbs, so you'll have to start learning them now. They
arrived late last night. (regular verb) He played tennis yesterday. (regular verb) It seemed difficult to me. (regular verb) I flew to Paris last week. (irregular verb) You bought a new hat yesterday. (irregular verb) He went to the store a few hours ago. (irregular verb) We've been thinking about you. (irregular verb) You came by train last week.
(irregular verb) I came back late last night. (irregular verb) Negative statements With 'Did'Use the helping verb did with not (as in contraction didn't) more verb without any modification to make negatives. I didn't understand the question. You didn't fly to San Francisco last week. He didn't want to do the job. He didn't ask questions in class.
It didn't break yesterday. We didn't like the music last night. You didn't buy anything last month. They didn't go to New York last time. Questions With 'Did'To ask yes or no questions, use the help verb followed by the subject, then the basic form of the verb. For questions about information, start with question words like where or when. Did
we book? Do you understand the question? Did you want to leave the party? When did you finish the book? Where did you live last year? How much did it cost? What did they say? Simple quiz passedProve this simple quiz passed. Use a help verb when needed. Must.
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